Direction
With public transport

Airport Berlin Tegel (app. 45 Min.)
Bus TXL Tegel (direction Hauptbahnhof) to S + U Hauptbahnhof
Change into S5, S7, S9 or S75 to Hackescher Markt
(from there 350m walk)

Airport Berlin Schönefeld (app. 40 Min.)
S9 (direction Pankow) to S Ostkreuz
Change into S7 (direction Potsdam) to S Hackescher Markt
(from there 350m walk)

Train Central Station “Berlin Hauptbahnhof” (app. 5 Min.) or
S Friedrichstraße (app. 2 Min.)
S5, S7, S9 or S75 to Hackescher Markt
(from there 350m walk)